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Greetings to all of our Satanic Warriors!

I have taken many hours of work here to re-upload and get the RTR's running and
back up. They are to be found here. There are never enough hours in the day for
what  is  required to be done.  24 hours is  like 20 minutes after  a point  with the
workload. However the objective is done, the RTR's are up, and here follows the
RTR Schedule. 

One must also never forget… The RTR's were specifically shut down by the enemy
gang. This shows their obvious shrieking fear in the RTR's. All our websites are
under consistent fire. Why? In the internet there are hundreds upon hundreds or
billions  of  pages.  Rarely  there  are  'shutdowns'.  On  our  own  webpages  it's  a
different story. One easily understands that the information here is of immaculate
importance.  

We must honor this and save the info, and also participate in what the Gods want of
us to do on our end - spiritual warfare. This helps them do THEIR end which is the
half the objective.

Everyone must participate. There are no exceptions in this. If we sleep on the future
of this world, rest reassured, this world is going straight to doom. I hate to do this
and I avoid doing this most of the time, but with the recent developments such as
artificial  intelligence  (and  those  in  power  monitoring  this)  and  many  other
'inventions', 'policies' and the deliberate attempts of those if power to enslave the
populace, if you sleep on that, you will definitely go down as a world. We need to
keep pushing the wheel to steer this world into another direction. 

We have proved many times over that we can do this. Thoroughly.

The more we do this, the better. There are good prospects for the future and they
must  not  be lost  to the morbid ideas of  a few disgusting individuals and/or  the
enemy agenda.

The enemy's goals which are their spiritual blueprint, have this world headed for
complete annihilation - any death, any annihilation, every destruction, so that they
will achieve their purpose. This is their 'Torah', this is their 'magick' and this is the
occult web in which they have clothed the world. It's our job to destroy this, and we
have been successful up to now. 

I will also write a comprehensive guide on how one can, by many times multiplied,
empower the RTR's. 

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=12914#p12914


The enemy is losing ground, but the enemy must be destroyed spiritually and must
completely collapse. Then their spiritual existence has to be eradicated completely. 

At some point there will be some new RTR's coming up, one or a couple. If they
come up during the schedule, we will inform you and make the necessary changes.

For all the RTR's you can visit here: 

http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/RTR_English.html

Below is the RTR Schedule. 

15. 72, 42, Terminating Jewish Financial Control PARTS 1 and 2 RTR
16. 72, 42, Terminating Jewish Financial Control PARTS 1 and 2 RTR
17. 72, Communications RTR, Destroying Jewish Rule and Domination Part 1 and 
2 RTR
18. 72, Communications RTR, Destroying Jewish Rule and Domination Part 1 and 
2 RTR
19. 72, Communications RTR, Destroying Jewish Rule and Domination Part 1 and 
2 RTR
20. 72, 42, Communications RTR, Disarming the Enemy RTR
21. 72, 42, Communications RTR, Disarming the Enemy RTR 
22. 72, 42, Communications RTR, Reversing the Curse Upon the Goat RTR
23. 72, 42, Communications RTR, Reversing the Curse Upon the Goat RTR

Below the Link to the RTRs.

72 : http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/72_St ... Names.html
42 : http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Ritual_42.html
Communications: http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/11_9_Ritual.html
Terminating Jewish Financial Control Parts 1 and 2 : 
http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/D298.htm
Destroying Jewish Rule and Domination Part 1 and 2: http://www.satanslibrary.org/
Rtrs/21817.html
Disarming the Enemy RTR: http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/I5417.htm
Reversing the Curse Upon the Goat RTR: 
http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Lev_16_22.htm
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